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Abstract

In this paper we introduce data quality mining (DQM) as a new and promising data mining approach from
the academic and the business point of view. The goal of DQM is to employ data mining methods in order to
detect, quantify, explain and correct data quality deficiencies in very large databases. Data quality is crucial for
many applications of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD). So a typical application scenario for DQM is to
support KDD projects, especially during the initial phases. Moreover, improving data quality is also a burning
issue in many areas outside KDD. That is, DQM opens new and promising application fields for data mining
methods outside the field of pure data analysis. To give a first impression of a concrete DQM approach, we
describe how to employ association rules for the purpose of DQM.

1 MOTIVATION

Since the early nineties knowledge discovery in
databases (KDD) has developed to a well established
field of research. Over the years new methods to-
gether with scalable algorithms have been developed
to efficiently analyze even very large datasets. How-
ever, KDD has not been broadly established outside
academia. Although there are numerous success sto-
ries of practical applications today many of the peo-
ple concerned with KDD seem to be somehow disil-
lusioned. “Crossing the chasm” as Rakesh Agrawal
formulates in (Agrawal, 1999) is overdue. Other-
wise KDD might end like many promising technolo-

gies that were welcomed enthusiastically but finally
missed to satisfy the expectations they generated.

The research community is aware that KDD im-
plies much more than running a highly optimized
algorithm on a large dataset. Nevertheless today
we see a tendency to concentrate on quite special
and unfortunately somehow “academic” questions
instead of tackling the crucial problems. What KDD
urgently needs for its breakthrough is more business
driven research, e.g. by studying real world applica-
tions and a better understanding of the KDD process,
e.g. (Fayyad et al., 1996; Brachman and Anand,
1996; Wirth and Hipp, 2000)



In this paper we want to draw the attention to data
quality in the context of KDD. We believe the con-
nection of both fields currently does not get the at-
tention that is implied by its potentials. Basically,
there are two aspects of data quality that make it
interesting for successfully transferring KDD from
academia to the business world:

(a) We experienced that in most cases KDD is em-
ployed in the presence of deficiencies of the un-
derlying data. So dealing with data quality is
crucial and in practice already part of many data
mining projects. Appropriately reflecting this
importance by KDD research and supplement-
ing current ad hoc solutions by a systematic ap-
proach would help a lot to improve the results
of many KDD projects.

(b) Often, the quality of the underlying data is sig-
nificantly improved as a byproduct of a KDD
project. So why not make a virtue of necessity?
Deficiencies in data quality are a burning issue
in many application areas. In other words, im-
proving data quality by KDD methods opens a
new and promising application field for KDD
from the academic and the business point of
view.

The main contribution of this paper is to give a
first impression of how data mining techniques can
be employed in order to improve data quality with
regard to both improved KDD results and improved
data quality as a result of its own. We illustrate our
basic idea by giving a concrete example. That is, we
describe a first approach to employ association rules
for the purpose of data quality mining.

Our work is based on the experience collected at
our research lab in various practical KDD applica-
tions over several years, e.g. (Wirth and Reinartz,
1996; Handley et al., 1998; Hotz et al., 1999; Kaud-
erer et al., 1999; Hipp and Lindner, 1999; Ger-
sten et al., 2000), and our research on KDD meth-
ods and algorithms, e.g. (Nakhaeizadeh et al., 1998;
Hipp et al., 1998; Hipp et al., 2000b), and the KDD
process, e.g. (Bartlmae and Riemenschneider, 2000;
Wirth and Hipp, 2000).

2 DATA QUALITY MINING

According to Total Quality Management we define
data quality as “consistently meeting customer’s ex-
pectations”, c.f. (English, 1999). There are several
aspects of data quality, like integrity, validity, con-
sistency, and accuracy but we do not want to go into
details here.

As mentioned, poor data quality is nearly always
a problem in practical applications of KDD. This

might surprise, but the explanation is quite simple.
Data normally does not originate from systems that
were set up with the primary goal of mining this data.
That is, we often have to deal with operative systems
that produce data only as a byproduct. Even if dur-
ing design and implementation of such systems data
quality was considered an important aspect, experi-
ence shows that such “ideals” get worn out in the
long run. The reason is that data quality pays off only
from a strategic point of view. So after several years
in business and a multitude of operative decisions to
adapt the system to its changing environment, data
quality typically suffers. We found that often this is
even true for data warehouses, at least for subsets of
data that are not frequently accessed.

Typically the owner of the data is not fully aware
of data quality deficiencies. The system might have
been doing a good job for years and the owner prob-
ably has its initial status in mind. Doubts concerning
data quality may raise astonishment or even disaf-
fection. We often have been facing exactly this situ-
ation. By trying to make the best of it we employed
our skills – data mining techniques – as a patched-
up solution to measure, explain, and improve data
quality. In fact, this pragmatic behavior usually was
astonishingly successful. A systematized approach,
however, is inevitable in order to support analysts
in this crucial situation. By introducing data qual-
ity mining (DQM) we hope to stimulate research to
reflect the importance and potentials of this new ap-
plication field.

DQM can be defined as the deliberate ap-
plication of data mining techniques for
the purpose of data quality measurement
and improvement. The goal of DQM
is to detect, quantify, explain, and cor-
rect data quality deficiencies in very large
databases.

There are many starting points to employ today’s
common data mining methods for the purposes of
DQM. Namely, methods for deviation and outlier
detection seem promising. But also clustering ap-
proaches and dependency analysis are straight for-
ward to be employed for data quality purposes. In
addition, if we are able to supply training data pre-
pared by a human then also classifiers might do a
good job. It is even conceivable that neural networks
are trained to recognize data deficiencies.

Basically we see four important aspects:

(a) Employment of data mining methods to mea-
sure and explain data quality deficiencies

Research and practical experience are needed
in order to understand what methods fit with
which data and how KDD can actually be em-



ployed to measure and explain deficiencies in
large databases.

(b) Employment of data mining methods to correct
deficient data

Recollecting data is usually preferred to correc-
tion. Unfortunately, recollection is often im-
possible or too expensive. In such cases KDD
can help to detect and exclude deficient datasets
or even to guess missing or incorrect values.
Of course fully automated correction should al-
ways be seen critically.

(c) Extension of KDD process models to reflect the
potentials of DQM

Although current process models are aware of
data quality aspects, we suggest that process
models for KDD should have an explicit data
quality phase. Furthermore, measuring and im-
proving data quality is not only a central aspect
of the initial phases of a KDD project. Also dur-
ing the actual mining and deployment phases it
is important to consider the insights from a data
quality phase.

(d) Development of specialized process models for
“pure DQM”

As mentioned, DQM needs not necessarily be
embedded into a KDD process. That is, im-
proving data quality is worth to be seen as a
goal of its own, outside the context of data anal-
ysis. Then of course specialized process models
for DQM need to be developed which reflect the
change of scope from pure data analysis to data
quality measurement and improvement.

3 A FIRST APPROACH: DQM
WITH ASSOCIATION RULES

An association rule is an implicationX ! Y where
X andY are non empty and disjunct sets of items,
c.f. (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994). Given a database
of transactions – where each transaction is a set of
items – an association ruleX ! Y expresses that
whenever we find a transaction which contains all
itemsx 2 X then this transaction is likely to also
contain all itemsy 2 Y with probability c. This
probability is called the rule confidence and is sup-
plemented by further quality measures like support
or interest, c.f. (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994; Brin
et al., 1997a).

A transaction can be a single row of a relational ta-
ble or might be collected from several tables or sev-
eral rows of a table, c.f. (Hipp et al., 2001). The
decision which entity corresponds to a transaction is

up to the analyst. For example in address data tak-
ing each customer as a transaction probably makes
sense, whereas in a database which stores informa-
tion on vehicles, the vehicles themselves are poten-
tial transactions.

3.1 Basic Idea
To a given databaseD of transactions all rules that
satisfy thresholds on the quality measures can be ef-
ficiently generated, e.g. (Hipp et al., 2000a) for an
overview. Then, for each transaction fromD we
test its consistency with the generated rules. For ex-
ample there might be a rule “Zip code: 80801 !
City: Munich” that holds with confidence slightly
below 100%. Obviously, each transaction contra-
dicting this rule must be suspected of deficiencies.

But also rules at a much lower confidence level
are worth considering. For example, a certain engine
type may be typical for a vehicle model, resulting in
the rule “Model: S-Class ! Engine: Petrol” with
confidence90%. A S-Class vehicle equipped with
a diesel engine contradicts this rule but of course
this is not necessarily a sign of incorrectness. But
if further rules also conflict then skepsis becomes
more and more justified. For example a special air
conditioning might also be typical for the luxuryS-
Class model but might not be installed in the vehi-
cle under investigation. Thereby the rule “Model:
S-Class ! Equip: AirCondTypeC” holding with
confidence75% is violated. Moreover, in contrast to
the vehicle under investigation,75% of theS-Class
vehicles might be equipped with an autonomous rain
detection system triggering the windshield wiper. So
the ruleModel: S-Class ! Equip: AutoWindsh-
Wiper is also violated etc. See Table 1 for hypothet-
ical example rules.

Association Rule Confi-
dence

Model: S-Class! Engine: Petrol 90%

Model: S-Class! Equip: AirCondTypeC 75%

Model: S-Class! Equip: AutoWindshWiper 75%

Model: S-Class! Equip: NavigSystemD 75%

...
...

Table 1: Example association rules from a hypo-
thetic vehicle database

It is important to note that basically we do not fol-
low the typical test and evaluate approach. We char-
acterize each transaction by rules that were derived
from the set of transactions itself. Of course this as-
sumes that deficiencies occur only exceptional and
that not the whole database is cluttered with noise.



3.2 Suggested Realisation
First of all, an entity type that determines the trans-
actions must be chosen. Next, association rules are
generated, preferably with an algorithm implemen-
tation that can directly access tables stored in a re-
lational database system. Depending on the under-
lying data it might be necessary to discretize data
values. If additional information like a taxonomy is
available, then these may also be taken into account
during rule generation, c.f. (Srikant and Agrawal,
1995; Hipp et al., 1998).

After that we assign a scores 2 R+

0
to each trans-

action that is computed on the basis of the generated
rules. The score is a means to capture the consis-
tency of a single transaction with the rule set as a
whole. The idea is to assign high scores to transac-
tions that are suspected of deficiencies.

LetR be a set of association rules and letD be a
database of transactions, both containing only items
from a universeI. Let r = X ! Y be an asso-
ciation rule withbody(r) = X andhead(r) = Y .
Let the mappingviolates that determines whether a
transactionT 2 D violates a ruler 2 R be defined
as:

violates : D �R ! f0; 1g :

(T; r) 7!

�
1 if body(r) � T ^ head(r) 6� T

0 else

We assign a score to each transaction by sum-
ming the confidence values of the rules it violates.
Of course only rules should be taken into account
that hold with a certain confidence. For that rea-
son we restrict the rule setR to R = fr 2

R j confidence(r) � g. Based on the definition
from above we compute the scores as follows:

scoreR
: D ! R

+

0 :

T 7!
P

r2R
confidence(r)� � violates(T; r)

Some example vehicles together with score values
for � = 7 and� = 5 can be found in Table 2. The
scores are computed with regard to the rule set from
Table 1. For example vehicle 1 violates all given
rules leading to

ScoreR
= 0:97 + 0:757 + 0:757 + 0:757 � 0:9

at� = 7.
We want to point out that we employ the score

only as a means to order the transactions.
The rules from Table 1 and the vehicles from Ta-

ble 2 are only introductory and simplified examples.
Of course for real-world applications we expect upto
several ten thousand or even hundred thousand rules

ID Vehicle / Score at Score at
Transaction � = 7 � = 5

1 Model: S-Class, � 0:9 � 1:3

Engine: Diesel,
Equip: AirCondTypeB,
Equip: StdWindshWiper,
Equip: NavigSystemA,
: : :

2 Model: S-Class, � 0:5 � 0:6

Engine: Diesel,
Equip: AirCondTypeC,
Equip: AutoWindshWiper,
Equip: NavigSystemD,
: : :

3 Model: S-Class, � 0:4 � 0:7

Engine: Petrol,
Equip: AirCondTypeB,
Equip: StdWindshWiper,
Equip: NavigSystemA,
: : :

4 Model: S-Class, 0 0

Engine: Petrol,
Equip: AirCondTypeC,
Equip: AutoWindshWiper,
Equip: NavigSystemD,
: : :

Table 2: Example transactions with score values

and transactions containing items out of a very large
set of possible items.

The tuning parameter� 2 R+

0
allows to assess the

confidences depending on their value. For example
vehicle 2 conflicts only with a single rule,Model:
S-Class ! Engine: Petrol, but this rule has a rel-
atively high confidence value of90%. In contrast,
vehicle 3 fulfills this rule but conflicts with all the
three remaining rules from Table 1 which all have a
confidence value of75%.

At � = 7 vehicle 2 reaches a higher score than ve-
hicle 3. That means violating a singe rule with con-
fidence90% is rated as worse than violating three
rules but each with confidence75%. At � = 5 it is
just the opposite and vehicle 3 is rated as more sus-
pected of deficiencies than vehicle 2. In other words
� allows to appropriately calibrate the scoring func-
tion.

We suggest a minimal threshold of = 75% or
higher for the confidence to restrict the rule setR in
order to improve the results. In addition a threshold
on the supplementary rule quality measure support is
necessary for algorithmic reasons, c.f. (Agrawal and
Srikant, 1994; Brin et al., 1997b; Han et al., 2000;
Hipp et al., 2000a; Zaki, 2000).

The heart of the system will be the user interface.



The transactions will be presented as a list sorted ac-
cording to the assigned scores. For each transaction
the user will be able to retrieve the rules that are vi-
olated or hold. Based on this information together
with her background knowledge the user will de-
cide upon the trustworthiness of single transactions
or groups of similar transactions and finally upon the
quality of the whole data set.

With our approach we avoid a severe pitfall of as-
sociation rule mining. Although thresholds on the
rule quality measures significantly reduce the num-
ber of generated rules, in typical applications the re-
sulting rule set can still easily overload the analyst.
In our scenario the analyst is never confronted with
the whole rule set. So even very large rule sets gen-
erated at very low thresholds for support can be em-
ployed for the purpose of DQM.

3.3 Open Issues and Future Work

The described framework is work in progress. Based
on existing mining algorithm implementations we
currently develop a first prototype that employs the
scoring from above.

First of all we are going to evaluate the scor-
ing function on real-world databases and learn more
about appropriate values for the tuning parameter
� . Based on the results we will enhance the scor-
ing, e.g. by directly taking the supplementary qual-
ity measures like support, interest etc. into account.
Moreover the question is open whether fulfilled rules
should be allowed to counterbalance violated rules or
not.

In addition the characteristics of the association
mining problem in the context of DQM probably
will differ from the typical scenario. For example we
might not severely restrict the generated rule set by a
threshold on support but probably by relatively strict
thresholds on confidence, interest etc. The question
is, whether current algorithms are suitable for this
mining task or if better adapted algorithms need to
be developed.

Another promising idea is to employ the described
framework for the semiautomatic correction of data.
Based on the generated rules the system can suggest
changes that, when applied to a transaction, would
lower its score. For example changingModel: S-
Class to Model: A-Class in vehicle 1 from Table 2
will probably lower the assigned score drastically.
Changing toModel: A-Class means no longer any
violation of the rules from Table 1. At the same time
a diesel engine, an air conditioning of type B, the
standard windshield wiper and the navigation system
of type A are not uncommon for anA-Class model.
In other words not only the rules from Table 1 are no
longer violated but also the rules typical for the A-

Class model, e.g.Model: A-Class ! Equip: Std-
WindshWiper, are likely to be fulfilled.

The above framework can easily be adopted to im-
plement a quality monitoring system. First, during a
training phase all rules are generated for a database.
Then, in the application phase, these rules are em-
ployed to score new and unseen transactions that are
intended to be added to the database. According to
the score the system decides whether to accept or
reject the data or at least whether to issue a warn-
ing. A typical application is data warehousing where
data from operative systems is regularly loaded into
the warehouse. Effective data quality monitoring al-
lows to immediately detect deficiencies that other-
wise might become a severe problem, e.g. if be-
ing discovered too late for easy correction or, even
worse, if the deficient data has already been em-
ployed for decision support.

Finally, combining the described approach with
other techniques, not necessarily from KDD but
from the field of statistics, needs to be considered.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced data quality mining
(DQM) as a new and promising data mining ap-
proach. We defined DQM as the deliberate appli-
cation of data mining techniques for the purpose of
data quality measurement and improvement. The
goal of DQM is to detect, quantify, explain, and cor-
rect data quality deficiencies in very large databases.

In practical applications KDD is typically em-
ployed in the presence of data deficiencies. So DQM
supplements KDD and contributes to improve the re-
sults of KDD projects. Moreover, data quality defi-
ciencies are not only crucial in the context of KDD.
That is, improving data quality can be seen as a goal
of its own and DQM opens many new and promising
application areas for data mining techniques outside
of KDD.

By introducing DQM we hope to stimulate re-
search to consider the from our point of view high
potentials and practical importance of the interaction
between KDD and data quality.
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